This review identifies four receiver psychology perspectives that are likely to be important in the design and evolution of warning signals. Three of these perspectives (phobia, learning and prey recognition) have been studied in detail, and I include a brief review of recent work. The fourth, a memory perspective, has received little attention and is developed here. A memory perspective asks, 'how might warning signals function to reduce forgetting of avoidances between encounters?'. To answer this question I review data from psychology literature that describe important features of animal long-term memory. These data suggest that components of warning signals may function to reduce forgetting (and therefore increase memorability) by (1) preventing forgetting of learnt prey discriminations; (2) jogging the memories of forgetful predators; and (3) biasing forgetting in favour of prey avoidance when the warning signal of a defended aposematic species is copied by an edible Batesian mimic.
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I n aposematism, a defended (often toxic) prey advertises its aversive qualities to predators using a warning signal. Explaining the evolution of warning signals is problematic for two reasons. First, new aposematic forms will be rare and thus may suffer heavy costs during predator education. Second, warning signals are conspicuous and therefore lack protection from crypsis. New, rare aposematic prey thus appear to invite attacks, and thus to hasten their own extinction.
There are two contrasting, but complementary approaches to these problems (e.g. Mallet & Singer 1987) . The first identifies qualities in the distribution of prey that may help to overcome the problems of rarity and conspicuousness. Such population level explanations often require that aposematic morphs originate in species that aggregate (possibly, although not necessarily in family groups). Aggregation or, more generally, localization of a species can reduce the number of naïve predators that must be educated and thereby reduce the costs of rarity.
The second approach assumes that there is 'something special' about the effects that conspicuous warning signals have on the psychologies of both naïve and experienced predators (Guilford 1990) . With naïve predators warning signals may (1) generate avoidance phobias that would protect new, rare aposematic forms, or (2) accelerate and deepen avoidance learning. With experienced predators, warning signals may (3) affect qualities of prey recognition and (4) slow down forgetting processes, thus extending the duration of learnt avoidances. These possibilities identify four psychological perspectives from which the 'special' qualities of warning signals can be studied. The first three perspectives (i.e. avoidance phobias, avoidance learning and prey recognition) have received considerable empirical investigation and are already well reviewed (see Guilford 1988 Guilford , 1990 Endler 1991; Schuler & Roper 1992) . It is therefore my intention in this review to discuss briefly recent empirical studies made from these perspectives. I then consider the much neglected question of whether features of long-term memory could be important parameters in the design and evolution of warning signals. This review is therefore split
